onwards. Some forty years after the first such catalogue was printed, he still lamented that the Press had never really succeeded in selling books.
The purpose of this article is to draw together the evidence and thereby demonstrate the persistence of these efforts. Falconer Madan listed the earliest examples in some detail, but his finished work extended only to items printed in 1680, and his notes from then to 1713 are thin. 3 A bald list by year and shelfmark was included in the edition of the first Minute Book of the delegates of the Press in 1943.
4 Surviving catalogues are mostly listed in Wing until 1700, absorbed and continued by the English Short-Title Catalogue, but they are not treated under a consistent heading, so that it becomes impos sible for the browser to realise that there is a significant category of docu ment here. With the earliest examples there are some uncertainties about date and context. Neither is finding the extant copies a straightforward matter: since it is usually necessary to start with the opening words, one has to know the item in detail before it can be looked up. 5 The best listing hitherto available has been Harry Carter's in the appendix to the first volume of A History of the Oxford University Press (1975) , which aims to provide a concise catalogue of everything from the learned side of the Press. Carter's listing, however, begins only in 1690, omitting the years when the Press was run by John Fell and his executors and thereby leaving a nine-year gap between the end of Madan's listing and the start of his own. He comments that 'twelve of such lists issued in the years 1694-1716 are known '. 6 The present list is the first attempt to go from first to last. I have also been able to add evidence for a good many issues not previously recorded.
Madan offers the most analytical approach, identifying all the works named in the first two lists, which, he observes, include only half the books produced at the Theatre in the period they cover. 7 He establishes the fact that what he calls the First Sheldonian Press Catalogue, offering fifty-two works printed between 1670 and 1677, was produced in 1677. This material has been discussed only twice and very briefly. Harry Carter discusses Charlett's efforts 'as salesman on behalf of the Press', and he illustrates two of the themselves contracted, initially for three years, with four London booksellers -'interlopers', as Johnson and Gibson style them, not shareholders in the English stock of the Stationers' Company -Moses Pitt, William Leake, Peter Parker, and Thomas Guy, who set up a bible press in Oxford. 21 One of these, Peter Parker, had earlier been the subject of legal action by the Press. 22 The agreement was signed in September, but already we find Pitt and his colleagues offering Press books for sale in August 1678. Pitt later said that he had been obliged to buy some £3,800-worth of books held in stock as a pre-condition for the agreement to print bibles. 23 Although the sale of learned books was not part of their agreement, we find that Pitt and his colleagues advertised Press books through catalogues between 1678 and 1682.
24 Moses Pitt was the leader in this. 25 He is also named on a few titlepages as selling an Oxford book. 26 It was presumably as a gesture of good will that he gave to the University a copy of the first book printed in Oxford Johnson and Gibson, Print and Privilege, . Dr John Wallis's account (1691) says that the intention was an agreement with Pitt and Leake, 'but finding these not enough to do the work, they further took in Mr Parker and Mr Guy ' (Johnson and Gibson, Print and Privilege, Carter, A History, p. 95) . William Leake died in 1681; his son John Leake had already put his name to a catalogue in August 1678. 22 Johnson and Gibson, Print and Privilege, p. 77, note the recorded payment on 6 May 1676, 'To Sir Francis Pemberton a fee upon the 2nd tryall against Peter Parker £1 1s 6d' (Bodl. MS Rawlinson D. 397, fol. 422). Madan, Oxford Books, iii, 277, mentions counterfeit editions of Theatre books, which may have given rise to prosecutions. 23 The evidence is a letter from Peter Parker to Dr Fell, part of a file of correspondence (April 1684-February 1688/9) concerning the Press's side in the litigation with the King's Printers, and chiefly letters of Fell, Wallis, and Parker. Writing on 8 November 1684 Parker says, 'I this afternoon got Mr Pitts answer. Hee saith that such a day he bought a parcell of books above 3800 li worth & contracted for the privilege, which would not bee granted without his first buying the books' (Oxford University Archives, SEP/P/15, fol. 17; Johnson and Gibson, Print and Privilege, p. 80) . 24 Madan (Oxford Books, iii, p. xliv) supposes that they had agreed 'also, apparently, to act as agents for the Sheldonian books and sell them in London' referring to the text of the agreement printed among his appendixes (ibid., iii, 418-21) but there is nothing to this effect in the agreement. What he identifies as the first book produced as a joint effort between Theatre and booksellers was a dubious production, a reissue of the text of Gilbert Coles's Theophilus and Philodoxus (1674; Madan 3008), after Coles's death, with a new title-page, A Dialogue between a Protestant and a Papist, Oxford: Printed at the Theater, And are to be Sold by Moses Pitt at the Angel in St Pauls Church-yard, Peter Parker at the Leg and Star in Cornhil, William Leak at the Crown in Fleetstreet, and Thomas Guy at the Corner Shop of little Lumbard-street and Cornhil, 1679 (Madan 3207) . This was a production of the booksellers; the Press was still advertising its 1674 edition in the 1686 catalogue. 25 Thomas Dixon, tutor to the Fleming boys in Oxford, says as much in reporting news of the Press's litigation to Sir Daniel Fleming, 'the University Booksellers [. . .] whereof Moses Pit is now the cheifest' (22 January 1679/80; J. R. Magrath, The Flemings in Oxford (Oxford, 1904-24) , i, 310), 'Moses Pitt their master (if I may so call him) ' (7 April 1680; ibid., i, 312) . 26 All of those in which he is named 'Pitt' are from the bible press apart from a small number of cases in which he was the publisher (as in n. 24). and to the Bodleian a group of Caxtons. 27 Yate died in April 1681, Leake in the same year, but it appears to have been Pitt's financial difficulties in 1682-83 that put an end to this series of catalogues. 28 During the period 1682-91 Parker and Guy continued profitably to sell Oxford bibles, while litigation continued with the King's Printers. After Fell's death in July 1686, his executors succeeded to his role in the direction of the Press. Evidence has now come to light that Dr John Mill, Principal of St Edmund Hall, as one of Fell's executors, revived the practice of issuing catalogues of learned books. From 1690 the University resumed the direction of the Press through the board of delegates, and from 1692 the bible press, by now in St Aldates, was managed under a new twenty-one-year agreement with the Stationers' Company. 29 The printing house for the learned press next to the Theatre was rebuilt at the expense of the University. 30 Two meetings of the delegates in June and July 1694 were the first to be minuted since 1678.
31 Dr Arthur Charlett (1655-1722), Master of University College since 1692, took on himself a personal role in the direction of the Press on behalf of the delegates. He made more effort than anyone before him to sell learned books to the public without any middleman.
The second context is the wider one of advertising books through catalogues. The fundamental work on this topic by Graham Pollard and the collector Albert Ehrman makes no reference to these catalogues but provides much background information. (Oxford, 1885 (Oxford, -1918 . The book remains in the University Archives (Oxford University Archives, NEP/supra/19). The four Caxton editions were noted by Hearne on the strength of the ex dono inscription from 1680 (Hearne, Remarks and Collections, ii, 204) Book-Trade 1604 -1939 , ed. by Robin Myers and Michael Harris (Cambridge, 1985 , pp. 176-208. On pp. 188, 206, Harris notes that two auction catalogues from 30 November and 10 December 1685 sold off stock still held by Pitt, named only in a handwritten addition in BL 821.i.4 (16). 29 When it was renewed in 1712, the lease was taken by John Baskett and two partners, who contributed £2000 towards the cost of the Clarendon Building (Hearne, Remarks and Collections, iii, 288) , in which the two sides of the Press were again brought together. He had been involved with the bible press in Oxford for most of the previous twenty years, and Carter, A History of the Oxford University Press [Press, p. 167] , describes him as 'a substantial financier of the Oxford Learned Press from 1707 to 1729'. He was certainly wealthy (Hearne, Remarks and Collections, vi, 292 37 The inclusion of precise dates would become normal prac tice. There is no sign that this collection has survived anywhere, and with out the items themselves there is no evidence as to whether they were issued by the press committee or by the booksellers. The want of any copies among Wood's collections is worth noting. In 1686 a catalogue was issued by Dr Mill, but again Wood preserved no copy of this, and we know of it from the Fleming correspondence crossmatched with an undated list kept by Jonathan Edwards, principal of Jesus. Using both sides of the sheet to advertise more than one hundred titles, this is the longest catalogue of Theatre books from the whole period.
With the coming of more settled times at the Press, Dr Arthur Charlett introduced a new style of broadside catalogue produced in the Theatre and paid for by the delegates. Where older catalogues had listed books by size, Charlett's first known broadside catalogue of 1694 is in two parts, books 37 The starting point for any approach to Hearne's books is S. G. Gillam, 'Thomas Hearne's Library ', Bodleian Library Record, 12 (1985- Thomas Hearne, 1678 -1735 (Oxford, 2000 , pp. 136-62. Bodl. MS Eng. misc. e. 49 is a numbered accession-list, begun in 1709 and continued for more than twenty years; most entries were struck out when transferred to the shelf-list. Much work is needed to make this material more accessible. Hundreds of Hearne's books survive, especially among Richard Rawlinson's bequest to the Bodleian, but there is as yet no list of them. Stanley Gillam remarks, 'Hearne possessed a great number of pamphlets and other printed items, such as auction catalogues, prospectuses, broadsides, and single sheets, but very little of such material is to be found in the sale [in 1736] . It is to be feared that it was considered too ephemeral to warrant preservation and has disappeared for ever ' (p. 62) . It is clear that around 1720 Hearne was able to collect items such as these from the 1680s. There are several examples in Bodl. Fol. H 662 (including one item from 1685 listed below), which includes fifteen pieces on which Hearne has written comments, sometimes recording when and from whom he obtained them. Bodl. Fol. H 663 comprises proposals to subscribers, four of which also carry Hearne's handwriting. Neither is readily cross-matched with an entry in Rawlinson D. 1177. One item below from 1694 probably can be matched with its entry in Hearne's catalogue. Hearne does not appear to have had Wood's systematic interest, but he collected items from the 1670s and 80s. He could have kept a set of more recent catalogues, but he did not; he chiefly retained copies from 1707 and 1708, in which his editions of Livy and John Spelman appear. now printing and books lately printed. No example is known of the catalogue produced in 1695. From 1696 this division is articulated by an italic heading. From the same year some of his catalogues also include directions to those wishing to order copies on larger paper of books not yet printed. 38 No distinction was made between books funded by the delegates and those paid for by authors and their subscribers or by booksellers. The purpose was simply to advertise the books in the hope of recovering costs as quickly as possible. The decision to use only one side of the sheet, which much reduced the number of titles advertised, increased the emphasis on new and recent works. It may have been taken to simplify keeping the catalogue in type for making changes and working off up-to-date copies. A broad side could also be readily used as a poster for display at the warehouse or in the coffee houses. Charlett's personal role is mentioned in a note made by Thomas Hearne on a copy of the extended catalogue from the year 1694; although Hearne's note is likely to have been written only some years later, it was based on Charlett's own authority. A third division, books preparing for the Press, was introduced by Charlett after the extant catalogue of 1702.
A letter of Edward Lhuyd shows that this was new in 1705, when he wrote to a friend in Wales, 'Our Sir Charles Cotterel and noise-monger A. C. has divided the catalogue now into three parts -1 st Qui sub prelo sunt -2 ly Qui nuper ex eodem typographeo prodierunt -3 ly Qui prelo parantur; in which last he inserts anything (whether ever likely to be printed) if he thinks it will meet with publike applause'.
39 Also in 1705 we learn that Charlett instructed Hearne to add an entry to the catalogue currently set in type and have twenty-five copies despatched to him at Windsor. In 1707 Hearne told Dr Thomas Smith: 'As for Tacitus, 'twas with two or three more books put into the Theatre List purely at the instigation of Dr Arthur Charlett, on purpose that the world would talk: but who 'tis will do it, I know nothing as yet, nor indeed whether 'twill be done here'. 40 And in a long account of his grievances with Charlett over the Press, Hearne depicts Charlett as compiling one such catalogue with John Hall in the warehouse at the Theatre, adding that he put his name in an imprimatur at the end. 41 Several surviving catalogues between 1705 and 1716 show his imprimatur. 42 The last catalogue known to have been produced in this period is attested in the accounts in 1720. In the accounts for 1709-10 and 1710-12, reference is made to Mr ViceChancellor's order, but this appears to be more style of minuting than evidence that vice-chancellors had taken over the initiative from Charlett. 43 It is striking that one of these entries in 1711 mentions producing a catalogue expressly 'for the Bp of Worcester', that is Dr William Lloyd.
The directions to those wishing to order books on larger paper name the person to whom this wish should be communicated and therefore reflect changes in the day-to-day management of sales. The name of John Hall, warehouse-keeper since 1676, appears in those from 1696 to 1707. He died in December 1707, and was not replaced. In 1708 his widow is named in these directions alongside Giles Thistlethwaite, who had been architypographus since 1692 but had taken no practical role at the press. Thomas Hearne had his own view on this temporary situation and blamed Charlett. 44 Soon Thistlethwaite took over Hall's responsibilities, and for five years or so he had an active involvement. Two catalogues from Thistlethwaite's time have a further note, saying that titles marked with an asterisk in the catalogue are for sale from him (1709, 1711). When Thistlethwaite died on 14 January 1714/15, Hearne was elected to succeed him as architypographus. Two days after his election, however, the delegates appointed
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41 The diary entry was written on 4 April 1709, but the occasion referred to was some years earlier: 'Dr Charlett, the present master of University College, being about to print a List of the Theater Books, sent for me to John Hall's at the Theater, and desired to know of me what was preparing for the Press. Amongst other things I told him of Livy, which he immediately put in; and at the same time I mentioned my design of printing Alfred's Life, with which he was well pleased, and put that in also, and after all at the bottom of the paper he put an imprimatur and his name. The paper he has several times reprinted and ordered his name to stand' (Hearne, Remarks and Collections, ii, 180) . The mention of Charlett's imprimatur suggests that this may refer to the augmented issue of August 1705, but both works appear as preparing for the Press in the catalogue of 12 June 1705 without the imprimatur. Hearne's diary begins only in July 1705. 42 An imprimatur in the name of the vice-chancellor is usual in Theatre books, particularly after 1690; its significance is hardly more than licence for a book to be printed within the university (Carter, A History of the Oxford University Press, pp. 250-51). None the less, Charlett's imprimatur (as pro-vicechancellor) is ridiculed by Dr Thomas Smith in a letter to Thomas Hearne (see 1709 ]. This fails to reflect the extent of the practice. Edward Lhuyd's Archaeologia Britannica, for example, was a major work, in the press since October 1703, which was published with an imprimatur in Charlett's name dated 9 April 1707. Charlett never held office as vice-chancellor. 43 The year ending 28 September 1710 was the last of Dr William Lancaster's four years in office; Dr Thomas Brathwaite was installed on 4 October 1710 (Hearne, Remarks and Collections, ii, 180), serving for two years. 44 Hearne, Remarks and Collections, ii, 125. Stephen Richardson as warehouse-keeper. 45 He was a compositor at the Press, and a sales list from 1713 shows him already taking on the warehouse role in Thistlethwaite's time. 46 By March Hearne noted, 'They then made one Stephen Richardson, a printer, overseer of the Press'.
47 Following Hearne's resignation in November 1715, William Mussendine was elected archi typo graphus and took no active part in the work of the Press. Richardson remained in post until his death in 1756, a period of more than forty years, during which time printing authors' books continued but publishing by the delegates very nearly stopped.
48
The listing in the Appendix is fuller than any previous attempt, in part because I have drawn on the warehouse-keeper's accounts from the Press to a greater extent than Carter did. The first two volumes, kept successively on behalf of John Hall and by Giles Thistlethwaite and Stephen Richardson, cover the years 1690-1708 and 1708-47. 49 In the context of these early lists Carter cites the accounts in support of surviving examples rather than for what does not survive. They show payments for producing catalogues in several years for which none survives: 1695, 1698, 1703, 1710, 1719, and 1720. Conversely there are extant or attested examples from years when the accounts show no such payment: 1694, 1700, 1701, 1702, 1704, and 1713. Some entries in the accounts refer to multiple printings of the catalogue, some times with amendments: 1707, 1708, 1709, 1711. The costs in these cases are not greater than in years when recurrent printings are not mentioned. The account for 1711 contains dates that do not fit the evidence of surviving examples, which might lead one to extrapolate to multiple issues, some accounted for but not extant, others extant but not accounted for. Copies may have been worked off on different occasions in other years too.
How many copies were produced is unknown. The accounts specify a number only in 1720, when the figure is 200 copies for 7s. That appears very expen sive. In 1703, 6d. is entered for a single quire of paper; that would suggest that 2s. might cover the cost of 100 sheets, producing 200 copies. The expenditure is typically 5s. or 6s., sometimes rather more. It would seem probable, therefore, that during the period of regular catalogue production 500 or 600 copies might be distributed in a year.
The accounts do not properly allow one to see over what period copies were worked off but they do several times refer to 'altering' the catalogue and to working off copies on several occasions, as we see under the years 1707 ('5 several times'), 1708 ('9 several times'), 1709 ('3 times'), 1711, and 1720. In some years the account is only for altering the catalogue rather than for composing and altering, with the implication that the catalogue from the previous year might have been kept in type to be updated as needed. The lists of 1701 and 1702 bear the same date, which may suggest that the same list was carried forward in a rather perfunctory way. The difficulty in comparing surviving examples is an obstacle to testing how much might have been left unaltered. The two issues of 1696 differ only in the note about ordering copies on larger paper. I have not seen two issues surviving from any other year, for the altered issue of 1705 reported by Carter is now unlocated. A comparison of the lists from 1696 and 1697 suggests that the type may have been retained and at the same time that there was little point in doing so. In the heading only the date has changed, and in the setting of the year-date the X is a little high in three lists; this feature is also visible in the list from 1694, and it would appear to have survived a closing-up of type in the heading between then and 1696. The first three entries for books in press are repeated lineatim, but after that the fourth entry has been reset, though it still relates to the same title as before. The next entry of 1696 has been reset in 1697 under the heading for books recently produced, and the next three might have been simply moved up. Thereafter there is so much change that to have kept the type standing would have saved little work. Issues differing in specific date in the same year are attested only from 1708, but in 1707 and 1708 copies were worked off on many occasions. The extant catalogue of 1708 differs from that of 1707 from the fourth line onwards. Obviously the good progress of books through the press would necessitate prompt rearrangement in the list, and the fact that alterations were made within the year -at the word of Dr Charlett, as we see in 1705 -suggests that some value was set on putting out an up-to-date catalogue. If type was sometimes left standing from year to year, it perhaps had more to do with the routine of maintaining a catalogue for working off copies as needed than with saving effort in typesetting when alterations were wanted.
The Press also produced occasional special sales catalogues in connection with the remaindering of stock. In this context Carter discusses an expensive attempt to exchange books with foreign presses in 1698-1700. 50 The Press accounts first show remaindering to a bookseller in the year 1705-06, a year for which we have no evidence of an ordinary catalogue: Christopher Bateman bought 160 volumes at less than half-price. 51 In Thistlethwaite's time we have two sales lists suggesting that books were offered at discounted prices, in 1711 at the warehouse, and in 1712 some choice books were offered through the London bookseller Jonah Bowyer. The practical reason behind this may have been the decision to build an ostentatious new printing-house in stone, which would have meant the demolition of many of the small buildings, east of the Theatre, in which the Press operated.
52 Storage during this period may have been unusually difficult. By this date there were 8,500 books in stock, many of them ten years old and more, worth £4,447 at published price. 53 On 2 March 1712/13 the delegates instructed Dr John Hudson, the Bodleian Librarian, to write to Christopher Bateman 'to inform him that the University has been bid £1200 for the Books in their hands, and to know his resolutions in a fortnight's time'.
54 Nothing further is heard on this front, and the bidder is unnamed, but on 58 This surely attests a lost list at a time that does not square with the deal with Dr Hudson, which we may suppose had quickly fallen through. All three extant lists of discounted books are known only from examples kept by John Bagford, and others may have been produced that have left no trace.
These catalogues were meant to draw attention to the availability of books. How any resulting sales were handled is less apparent. Those who wanted books printed on larger paper were invited to send their names to the warehouse-keeper, and it must be presumed that he would handle direct sales. For buyers in Oxford, it must have been possible to buy on the spot. Hearne occasionally did this for contacts who wanted to buy discounted books. 59 It is not clear how the warehouse-keeper handled the complexities
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56 The most vivid depiction of the conditions in which Hudson sold library-duplicates comes from a German visitor in 1710, Zacharias Konrad von Uffenbach, who describes the room with some 400 books strewn around: 'The librarian Dr Hudson looked through with us the books which we had selected from the duplicates, and quoted the price, which was so high that my brother only kept a few mathematical books [. . .] I hear he is said to be very self-seeking and to have earned large sums with his book-peddling: but he has made many enemies through his greed and is generally known as the Bookseller' (G. (Oxford, 1928) , pp. 26, 51). Hearne himself made the list of library-duplicates -48 in folio, 87 in quarto, 392 in octavo -and preserved scraps of paper from sales in Hudson's time, on which titles, prices, and buyers were noted, (Bodl. MS Rawlinson D. 732, fols. 5-10, 10a-12c). He also reports that the larger of the two studies that open off the Picture Gallery (now the Upper Reading Room) 'hath been turn'd into a Ware-House, for many years, by Dr Hudson [. . .] The use he puts the room to is for printing paper, and copies of the books he prints, and here 'tis that he sells his books' (Hearne, Remarks and Collections, vi, 366) . Ian Philip supposes that here too he 'probably' kept 'some of the books he acquired when, with two others, he bought the whole stock of the University Press Warehouse in 1713, which he appears to have sold off over the next six years' (The Bodleian Library in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries (Oxford, 1983) , p. 85). Hudson died in 1719, and we do not know whether he had or had not sold off the stock. His partners are unidentified. If the deal was ever effected, it is impossible to imagine that they could more successfully dispose of thousands of books in the Picture Gallery than could be sold from the Press warehouse only yards away. 57 Carter, A History, p. 185, reproduces this, but his discussion does not raise the question as to who was selling if, as he records on the facing page, the delegates' stock had been sold more than two months earlier to Dr Hudson and his partners. The fact that some of the titles offered were still in stock many years afterwards shows that the warehouse was not actually cleared. 58 Marmaduke Fothergill to Thomas Hearne, dated at Pontefract, 31 March 1716: 'A particular Fancy domineers in a friend's head of mine: He onely fancyes the 1st fo. vol. of Clarendon's Hist., in large paper, such as was proposed by Stephen Richardson to be sold at the Theater, June 10th, 1713. If such an one is left, pray procure it onely' (Bodl. MS Rawlinson Letters 5, fol. 178, no. 101; Thomas Hearne, Remarks and Collections, v, 191n of correspondence, despatch, and collection of payments, which played such a large a part in Hearne's publishing business. It is Hearne himself who has preserved the best evidence that catalogues produced the desired result. In 1716 Samuel Mead, who was a subscriber to Hearne's own publications, writes:
I observe in the printed Catalogue of the Books now in the Oxford Press & which are preparing for it, that Mr Richardson desires that those who would have Books in large Paper would send to him. I am a stranger to him; will you therefore do me the favour to tell him that I desire a copy in large paper of Josephus, the Aegyptian or Coptick new Testament, Tully de claris Oratoribus, Tully de Officiis, Petri Abelardi Epistolae, Dr Halley's Menelaus Alexandrinus, Fabulae Aesopicae Niveleti. If as they come out, he will send 'em to me, he shall be carefully paid. 60 Hearne duly spoke to Mr Richardson about the request, and these books do not appear in their further correspondence. Mead here requests seven of the thirteen titles advertised as sub prelo in the catalogue of 17 May 1716, 61 presum ably one of many such transactions that justified the continuation of the catalogues. Nevertheless, income from the sale of single copies of particu lar books is only occasionally entered in the warehouse-keeper's accounts, providing scant evidence of sales patterns throughout this period.
The outcome of these efforts, then, was not as successful as may have been hoped. In a long letter to Dr William King, archbishop of Dublin, dated 18 March 1717/18, Dr Charlett ended:
As to our Presse, we can never engage further than for fair types, good workmen, and reasonable prices for the use of our materials and utensills; the vending of books we never could compasse, the want of vent broke Bishop Fell's body, public spirit, courage, purse, and presse, and so it did even the great Lewis 14, who was fain at last to sell, as Bishop Fell did, all his fine Louvre editions of the classick authors, councills, &c., by lotts or auction, and no author dares publish any book at his own expense without subscription, therefore I think no author is to be blamed that he will not ly at the mercy of booksellers, which is cruelty to all that dare print without first contracting with them. Mr Herne is now under censure for his many rude, ill-mannered, and scandalous reflections in his new preface to Camden's
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Elizabetha, in 3 volumes in 8 o ; price to subscribers, in large paper, 40s, in lesser, 20s, and so catcht up, none to be had at any rate, so deare is slander and detraction! I shall not be wanting to promote the prosecution ad reformandos mores, but I cannot condemn his method of printing no more than subscribed for, and by consequence setting such a price as he thinks advantageous to himself, and not displeasing to his subscribers, both being volunteers, and at liberty to proceed or refuse, nor are any denyed to subscribe, since both Ireland & England are deficient in buyers, 'tis to be wished both kingdoms would join and assist each other in taking of good & learned editions.
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Our story ends here. 63 Further exploration of correspondence may bring forth more attestations of otherwise unknown catalogues within this period, and advertisements in books may fill out the tale. Wider awareness of the broadside catalogues may even allow more of them to be recognized in collec tions that have not yet revealed their holdings. Beyond the mere listing, however, the catalogues can yet shed light on questions about the selling of books by the learned press in Oxford. Books lately produced and advertised as available may be followed from year to year. Some will sell out quickly, some will be offered year after year. Spark's Lactantii Opera from 1684 was still available in 1712. A year-by-year tracking of titles, though timeconsuming and difficult to set out, has the potential to add to our understanding of the rate of sales from the learned press, at least after 1694. Clarendon (1759) . This item does not yet appear in ESTC, which has, however, an entry for an undated list with the same heading in the Warwickshire Record Office (ESTC T204967, there dated ?1765). On inspection they may turn out be copies of the same catalogue. In his diary on 10 July 1733 Hearne wrote how 'formerly particular notice used to be taken of the learned books printed by the University, but the University prints nothing of learning, indeed nothing at all hardly but a sheet almanack ' (Thomas Hearne, Remarks and Collections, xi, 229) . The paucity of asterisks in Carter's list after 1710 bears this out. The warehouse accounts begin to include stocklists and to record sales in the 1730s and 40s, allowing one to track sales from a limited and slow-moving backlist. To take as an example, Edward Lhuyd's Archaeologia Britannica was published in 1707 at a price of 16s. (18s. 6d. bound); the printrun was about 600 copies. It was included in the discounted list produced in 1712 but not in that from 1713. In 1723 seven copies were sold at a discounted price of 5s. apiece (2nd A/c, fol. 70 v ). Between 1730 and 1739 the remaining stock was reduced at the same price from 84 copies to 51 copies. It was still available at 5s. when Prince produced his sales list in 1758.
Where Carter lists books actually produced in the Theatre, books advertised but not produced represent a side-light on learning unfulfilled that would bear comparison with the gossip we find in letters and journals of the period. Some advertising, we know, was meant more as provocation than promise, but even this has its interest. Charlett's letter refers here to the example of Thomas Hearne, who proved that it was possible to make a profit from selling books of recondite learning by subscription. This private enterprise is reflected in the 1716 catalogue, but for the most part Hearne relied on his own publicity.
64 While most writers trembled at the risk of publishing without allowing the London trade to have the benefit, Hearne marketed his books directly to a limited group of mostly loyal subscribers. 
.] Books making ready for the Press
Half-sheet, 32 × 20 cm, double-sided.
The list comprises seven titles in press, fourteen Madan, iii, p. xlvii titles ready for press, and twenty-seven titles making ready for press, a total of forty-eight titles. It was recorded by Madan as one of three catalogues produced in 1680; the other two were produced by booksellers.
Thomas Hearne's library-catalogue has an entry under press-mark III 2 (90) Half-sheet, 33.5 × 20.5 cm, double-sided.
This item is not listed by Madan, perhaps on the assumption that it was printed in London for Pitt; the apparent route of survival suggests that it was printed in Oxford. The date precedes the signing of the agreement between the booksellers and the Press undertakers, which is dated 26 September 1678 (Madan, iii, 418). It is not apparent why John Leake participates rather than his father William. The Advertisement at the end concern's Pitt's English Atlas. The catalogue ends with a note: 'All persons who subscribe for any Book to be printed are desir'd to signify the place where they woud have their Books left for them'.
The copy in the Bodleian must have been enclosed at the time of printing with the book in which it has survived, the Latin translation of John Spelman's Life of King Alfred, printed in folio at the Sheldonian; the imprimatur on the verso of the title-page is dated 2 August 1678 and the single sheet is dated 4 August 1678. I have looked at other Bodleian copies of the book in the hope of finding another example of the advertisement without success: the library copy is now Bodl. A 3. 12 (1) Art.; Bodl., Gibson 405 (in the teaching-collection of Strickland Gibson) is a set of the sheets that has never been bound; Bodl. Ashm. G. 18 was bought by Arthur Charlett when still a fellow of Trinity College and was given to the Ashmolean by him after his migration to University College; Bodl. Gough Sax. lit. 98 was first owned by Laurence Squibb, 'Feb. 20. 1678/9'; Bodl. Douce S subt. 24 is a fine copy on large paper. The advertisement follows straight on from the last lines of Horace's Ars poetica and its accompanying notes. Ten Greek and Latin school editions printed at Oxford, among them Thomas Lydiat's Canones chronologici, necnon series summorum magistratuum et triumphorum Romanorum (1675), lead the list, which continues after a secondary heading, 'Printed in London', with a longer list of nineteen books, some of them English translations. The Oxford books are identified by Madan. With the exception of Justinus (1669), they were printed between 1675 and 1678.
• Bodl. Arch. Jur. III 79
• Oxford, Christ Church, Wp. 7. 8
• Other copies recorded by ESTC

1679* Catalogus variorum librorum apud Theatrum
Madan 3202 Pitt's introduction to this trade auction list begins, 'Having of late, as most of you know, purchased the books, that for several years have been printed at the Theater at Oxford, and being willing and sincerely desirous that you, as well as my self, might receive a benefit by the undertaking, I now to you solely expose to sale some of every sort, with the additions of some numbers of others printed at my own charge, and others of which I had some few copies by me [. . .]'. A large number of London and foreign books fill out the catalogue. Ends with a further invitation to subscribers to his English Atlas (1680).
Madan observes, 'This is the first Trade Sale Catalogue of books in England'.
• BL C. Dr Fell, , and his Greek New Testament in 8 o in the same year (Madan 3087). The best guide appears to be the Theatre book with which two of the surviving copies are bound, the new edition of Elegantiae Poeticae (Madan 3204; ESTC R27892), printed in 12 o , which is itself advertised in the first page of the catalogue ('in twelves' though it is in fact in sixes). This was printed in Oxford -presumably by the London partners -and was the subject of a rival notice: 'Advertisement to Booksellers. Half-sheet of large paper, 58.5 × 35 cm, double-sided.
The advertisement was printed as part of an ephemeral single leaf (sig. Mm2; there is no Mm1). The recto carries 'Directions for the Book-Binder', and this advertisement fills the verso; it is not clear from the signature at what point it was issued, but one may presume only as the volume was completed. It was clearly envisaged as a leaf that could be discarded after binding. I have not investigated how often it has survived. The advertisement is divided into five sections, by size, 'In folio' (17 entries), 'In quarto' (11 entries), 'In octavo' (32 entries), 'In twelves' (26 entries), and 'Books prepared for the Press' (9 entries), ending 'With many other almost fitted for the Press'. There is a briefer supplementary list, 'since the publishing of the first volume of the Atlas', at the end of vol. ii (1680).
Many copies exist of this prestigious work, the first volume of a project that ended unfinished (E. G. R. Taylor, 'The English Atlas of Moses Pitt, 1680 -83', Geographical Journal 95 (1940 . The list of subscribers is long, beginning with seven royal patrons.
• • Oxford, Jesus College, R. 9. 7 (30a) (in a collection of pamphlets bound after 1692, formerly C. 16 Art. Edw., owned by Jonathan Edwards (1638/9-1712), principal of Jesus), many items checked off with a line in brown ink as if to confirm that he owned a copy 
